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Research questions

For forensic purposes:
• Can Snapchat be used as a distributed surveillance system? 
• How do we easily extract media from Snapchat? 
• Can we verify this media for surveillance purposes? 
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Triangulating users on Tinder c 2014 RAF Mount Pleasant on Strava c 2015 Tracking military vessels using Snapchat c 2018

Previous work
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Surveillance system characteristics

1. Identify facial features at entry, exit and 
transaction points

2. Read license plates
3. Recognize clothing worn by persons of interest
4. Monitor general activity in areas accessed by 

public
5. Ability to track people through a site
6. Sufficient frame rate to track movement
7. Easily extracted while respecting privacy without 

coercion or spoliation



Extraction
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Extraction
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Extraction
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Extraction – content and metadata
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Since publishing this work Snapchat has 
started sanitizing the URLs of images only to 
redact part of the “Signature”. Work around 

is to just exclude everything after the “?”



Extraction - Automated
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Availability - Ephemeral, Perishable, Transient
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+45 minutes

Access on servers 90 days
We can add:

KEY RESULT



Validation
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Limitations
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170m error
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Social distancing not enforced
Dancing in mosh pit  contrary 

to directions



Limitations
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Minneapolis-St Paul, May 2020
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Extraction



I live in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Our community has been in the news recently because of the murder of 
George Floyd, the subsequent civil unrest, and the long-standing systemic racism within our community that 
has led to some of the greatest economic and educational disparities within the United States.

With the protests, riots, and looting following the murder of George Floyd, the situation in the Twin Cities (as our 
metro area is often called) was very unclear. I came across the work of Dr. Matthews when looking online for 
information about the riots and looting at 2 am.
Dr. Matthews used his Twitter feed to consolidate information from various technology sources, including 
Snapchat maps, public traffic cameras, and other technology, to provide up-to-the-minute information on what 
was happening. In the middle of the night when the rioting and looting were increasing, the local traditional 
media sources were silent. Dr. Matthews was using the technology resources available to communicate 
information on fires, protestors, and other activity. The local media was hours behind his posts, or missed 
information altogether. Having this near-live stream at a time when no other media was providing information 
critical to help us assess our safety risk and the impact on our community in the middle of our night.
…
While we packed a bag in case we needed to flee, the information posted by Dr. Matthews allowed us to 
monitor the situation and determine if we needed to leave.
…
Dr. Matthews’s tweets and the associated resources keep me connected to those who are leaving their homes 
to protest. I support the need for change, and know there are many others who demand change, not just in our 
local community, but around the world. Thank you.
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